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The introduction of all of our CCTV/NVR DVRs (digital/network VCR) come with network functionality as a standard that allows them to log in via a locally connected device (on the same network) or even over the Internet. This includes smartphones and tablets using Apps.The level of functionality may vary depending on
the device and app. Most mobile/desktop apps allow live camera viewing with just some of the more advanced DVRs (SSIS i Range), allowing remote playback through a more advanced app as well as live streaming. When you log in via a computer (via Internet Explorer or a free Windows program), all DVRs must
provide full playback and viewing using this method. Getting ConnectedAlthough we are happy to remotely help in getting DVRs bought from us to set up and connect online, we first ask you to follow this guide the best you can and get back in touch if/when you get stuck, as it is relatively easy when you know how.1 Get
a DVR connected to an internet router The first step is to use dvRs network/LAN (local network) port to connect it to the internet router/local network. This can be done with a cable, Wi-Fi adapter or power adapters (home plugs). If no broadband connection is available locally and you want to use a 3g mobile network,
then a 3g router will be mandatory with a 3g SIM card (not provided). This will be separate from any mobile devices that you would like to access to DVR, from which will require their own 3g/wifi connection.2 Access to the DVR network settings to customize with routerIP Addresses unique measured addresses for
network devices. Standard routers typically automatically assign address information to devices when connected if they are enabled on the device. Semi - Automatic configuration: When you write to AVR with the default username and passwords (refer to the guide for your DVR) in the Advanced/Settings menu, find the
settings/configuration of the network. There should be an option called DHCP that will try to automatically customize the device according to the router. Keeping in and out of the menu after checking this option and even rebooting the system may be required in order to make it into effect. Go back to the network settings
to check for reconfigured parts. You should then be able to check a successful configuration through an app (via Wi-Fi only at this stage) or a PC by stopping by the DVRs of a newly configured IP address in a web browser (IE). Chances are, it will ask you to install something before you can download the camera (may
require a change in the tools of the internet options qgt; Security qgt; security qgt; Level of the Unsigned Active X Controls: Prompt, Not Disable). Guide to the configuration guide to the CCTV DVR configuration - Page 2 - Manual configuration1 Find and enter the router's IP address as the default gatewayIf you can't use
the DHCP feature, then you just need to know your router IP address. The default address can be printed at the bottom of the router router The Wi-Fi key will most likely be in the manual if you have, or you could search the internet for a model number. If on a Windows PC you can go to the zgt; run a 'cmd' type of zgt; or
select a command request from the menu. When the team has a quick type of 'ipconfig' to display PC network settings that must list its IP address (IPv4) and the default gateway (IP address routers) at the top. (The type of exit to get out of this screen). Routers usually have an internal IP address of 192.168.1.1 or
192.168.1.0 or similar, and this is the default gateway for devices. You need to log into the router at the next step so you can check if that address is correct by typing it into the address strip in your internet browser to see if the login page comes up. Please enter this in DVR as the default gateway.2 Install the IP address
of DVRs when devices connect to the router, they need a similar IP address, and the first 3 of the 4 room blocks must be identical. So if the router is 192.168.1.1, then your DVR can be installed as 192.168.1.2 or higher along with all other connected devices having their own unique ending number. We recommend
installing the DVR IP address as 192.168.1.99, for example, to make sure that the IP address no longer conflicts with the existing device if the router automatically assigns the end of the number from 2 up. The 255.255.255.0 mask is usually the same, as does any DNS server settings. You should then be able to check a
successful configuration through an app (via Wi-Fi only at this stage) or a PC by moving to dvrs of a newly configured IP address (in a web browser via PC). What is an external IP address and what is mine for remote access? Now you must have access to the DVR on the same network using its IP address. However,
this will not work when accessed from the outside world. Even if you now know your routers internal IP address, it also has an external IP address that is unique to your router and Internet connection. Each router connecting to the world wide web will have a completely unique address, identifying it and your Internet
connection. This external IP address is what you need to access the DVR remotely/from somewhere else along with the correct login details. Your external IP address is issued by your ISP and you can find out that it is here as it is not particularly secret when you access the website: throw a spangout in the works, the
chances are if you requested or can request a static IP address (usually a business option) this IP address will change every time the router has to connect to the Internet; if the connection falls or after a power outage, for example. There is free work around however: if you sign up for an account on they allow you to
choose a kind of memorable web address that you can later use to log in to the DVR with rather than an IP address. This service tracks your changing external IP address, but only if you enter your chosen IP address and password for this service when regsitered into the router, if possible or not, that if the option does
not exist in DVR in the appropriate network section (Look for Dynamic DNS). This will allow your router/DVR to update your web service and your web address, redirect to the correct IP address when it changes without having to worry about what it is actually more. DVR's video-surveillance configuration guide - Page 4 -
Port Forwarding Finally the router should know to allow your DVR to view logins through its secure 'Firewall' and redirect them accordingly to the DVR. This is where the port of reassignment comes in. In addition, if you want to log in via Internet Explorer, Port 80 can be sent to log into a web browser. Advanced Users:
You can change these ports when you collide with another device that you're already setting up or for multiple DVRs. If the web port is set up for anything other than 80, when you log into the device through the browser just appendage:81 at the address (provided you can use port 81) as 80 is common by default and
should not be specified. The exact process of adjusting the port's relocation depends on the router model, but it is always much the same. You need to log into the router through a web browser by simply entering your IP address (default gateway) with the correct login details. Location may vary, but you may need to go
to advanced settings on the Virgin Media Hub, for example, and then go to Firewall or Security before you see Port Forward or something like that. If you're stuck finding this, chances are someone else before with the router and asked this question and it answered online to something else if you're looking. You'll have to
add some rules for rewinding TCP/UDP ports, either separately or from two adjacent ports (for two adjacent ports) 37777-37778 to your local DVD IP address (192.168.1.99 for example). DVR DVR Configuration Guide - Page 5 - View cameras There are specific apps depending on the model of your DVR, but when
installed, in the settings you enter your external static IP address / No-IP web address along with the username and passwords for the DVR (as well as port numbers, if they are different from the standard) and that's what should happen: The app uses an Internet connection to find your router using your unique IP or web
address and tries to connect through a pre-defined port number (s) the router redirects this request based on the port to the DVR, where the username and password are used to allow you to view your cameras live from anywhere (With an Internet connection, of course.) Author 1 2 Table Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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